HBP team hosts first in a series of community Sidewalk Talks

Members of the public had the first opportunity to visit one of the Harbor Bridge Project’s work sites on Saturday, October 21, when they were invited out to the Robstown Pre Cast Yard for the first-ever Sidewalk Talk. Harbor Bridge Sidewalk Talks are short, informative sessions that will be held throughout the duration of the project at various worksite locations. Guests who attended the first event learned about the process of casting the concrete segments that will be used to construct the new bridge. Additionally, they got the chance to commemorate the project by signing their names in one of the completed concrete segments. Future Sidewalk Talks are scheduled for 2018. Check out the Harbor Bridge Project website at www.harborbridgeproject.com for future event dates and times.

Local media get up close and personal at Robstown Pre Cast Yard

Local media representatives got the chance to check out the inner workings of the Harbor Bridge Project Pre Cast Yard and learn more about the process behind the bridge build. A project briefing was held for members of the media to learn more about safety policies and procedures and included a tour of the Robstown Pre Cast Yard. The media tour highlighted the process of creating the concrete segments that will be used to construct the new bridge and included viewing the transport of a 100-ton segment by a unique carrier-style crane.

Darrell Chambers, FDLLC MOT Manager, talks to local media about the process of casting segments. Local media capture movement of a 100-ton segment at the Pre Cast Yard in Robstown.